WineMore
Wine. Don’t whine.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Keeping track of wine is a challenge for wine enthusiasts who
range from 21 — 40 years of age because there many brands
and types and no where to document one’s preferences or
connect with others over that interest. It is also difficult to
make educated purchase decisions with the lack of informa-

tion on wine packaging. WineMore makes these two tasks
super easy, while giving the user an ample amount of information, just short of actually tasting the wine. A better understanding, is better decisions, is better wine.
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BACKGROUND RESEARCH
How many times have you seen the boyfriend completely out
of his comfort zone with chocolates and teddy bear in hand at
the grocery store impatiently and desperately searching for a
bottle among the sea of “fancy” labels and buzz words? Or the
mom who has several kids with her; she wants to get in and
out of the wine aisle as fast as possible to avoid the knocking
over of the most expensive bottle in the store. How many times
have you found yourself stranded in the wine aisle with no idea
what you’re doing there, feeling pressured by the other people
who you swear are looking and judging for picking up every
bottle or standing indecisive for far too long?
Nelson Barber and Barbara Almanza in their study, Influence
of Wine Packaging on Consumers’ Decision to purchase, suggest,
“the purchase of a bottle of wine is often a challenging decision
for most consumers. The marketing of a wine’s package,
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which consists of several interrelated cues (bottle shape, color,
closure, and label design), interfaces with the key factors of
the consumer’s experience, knowledge of wines, self-confidence and the occasion at hand to form buying decisions.
Some consumers know what they want and select a wine
based on their experience or the wine’s packaging cues. Other
consumers examine a bottle’s label to satisfy their information
requirements.” Thus, most people end up judging the wine
by its label (but as kids didn’t they tell us to never judge a
book by its cover?). It is estimated that in America, 60% of the
adult popular consumes wine and each year an individual will
consume 9 liters, or 12 bottles of wine, averaging one bottle
per month. With that many people hopelessly searching for that
much wine, there is most certainly a market for such an app.

“

“

Judge a book by its cover,
judge a wine by its bottle.
— ANONYMOUS USER

A silly thing of the past.

PERSONAS
Who is this product for and how do we design to meet their
needs? Personas are helpful tools that humanize customers
and allow for reflection throughout the development process.
Three unique personas were created to identify individuals of

interest: Brenda, who fears choosing any wine out of her normal
rotation due to the unknown, Todd who would like to learn and
connect with others about wine, and Becky who wants to keep
track of all the different wines she tries and buys.

BACKGROUND
Brenda is a busy mom of three and a personal assistant. She is always
running around and getting pulled in several directions at once. On the
weekends, she spends time with her family and at least once every few
weeks gets together with a few of the other neighborhood’s moms. She
has been drinking wine for years, so she knows her way around the wine
aisle pretty well. She drinks several glasses of wine per week to wind
down at night from a busy day, and when she gets together with friends.

GOALS

1

To expand her wine choices
beyond the same several bottles
she purchases regularly.

2

To dedicate as little time as
possible to look for wine.

She is an extremely motivated and organized in her work life, but when she
gets home, she often wants to relax and is less focused on being organized.

BRENDA

WEB/ DEVICE USAGE

WHO AM I?
39 years old

Female

Personal Assistant

Married

$50,000

2-3 glasses of wine per week

TRAITS
Organized

Brenda owns two cell phones, one for personal use and one designated for
work, both of which are iPhones. She also has a tablet and a desktop PC.
Her home is equip with fast wifi capabilities for her children that each have
their own phone as well.
Internet

Social Networks

“

”
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Spending money on a bottle that
she ends up not liking.

2

Not having enough time to invest
in finding the perfect bottle.

3

Continuing to only choose
between the same 3-4 types.

“THE DEDICATED
WINE DRINKER”

Active

I don’t have a lot of time on my hands, so
when I do, I want it to be used efficiently.
Wasting time trying to find a good wine
isn’t an option, that’s why I usually only
choose from the same few every time.

1

Software
Internet
Mobile Apps

Motivated

CONCERNS

BRANDS

Brenda loves wine, but finds it hard breaking
out of her traditional habit of grabbing the
same few brands every time she goes to the
store. She wants to experiment with different
styles and brands, she just doesn’t want to
risk wasting her time in-store to find the right
one, or end up with one that she does not
enjoy. When she takes a bottle to her friend’s
house to catch up, she also wants to make a
good impression.

BACKGROUND

GOALS

Todd considers himself a very stylish, social guy who is always looking
for a new social avenue to continue his personal brand.

1

To connect with his wine-loving
friends over the topic.

He wants to learn more about wine in general and about what wine he
likes; he currently doesn’t drink a lot of it because he is unsure of what to
even buy—the wine section is huge and intimidating. He would like to have
a place to keep the recommendations he receives from friends, and easily
get in touch with them after he tries a certain wine in the right context.

2

To learn more about wine and
what wine he likes.

3

To continue his personal brand
across all social platforms.

CONCERNS

WEB/ DEVICE USAGE

TODD

Todd owns an iPhone and laptop. He is on his phone constantly but he
spends most of his internet time on his laptop in local coffee shops; nothing
goes better with a latte than free wifi.
Internet

1

Not being able to speak fluently
about wine.

2

Not finding a wine that is right
for him.

3

Arriving to a party or social
outing with a bad wine.

WHO AM I?
23 years old

Male

Retail Manager

Single

Software

$35,000

Mobile Apps

An occasional glass of wine

Social Networks

TRAITS
Friendly

“

Spontaneous

“THE BEGINNER”

Energetic

There’s no way to connect with people
over wine. I’d like to learn more and
relate to my wine enthusiast friends, I
just don’t know how or where to begin.

”

BRANDS

Todd enjoys the occasional glass of wine
with his friends, although he is never the one
to buy it as he is unsure of what is “good.”
He wants to be able to discuss wine with
his friends both in person and on social
platform, he just doesn’t think Facebook
is the right place to do it. He wants to see
reviews and request recommendations
from his friends so he can make an
educated decision at the store.
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BACKGROUND
Becky stands on her feet all day capturing everyone’s perfect moments
through her lens as a photographer. She has done several wedding shoots
at a few local wineries, which first got her interested in wine itself. She now
visits wineries on her own and enjoys learning about the local wine and
trying it as well. Becky also loves putting her photography skills to use in
her free time and documents everything around her, including when she’s
at wineries.
When she doesn’t have time to grab a bottle from her favorite winery, she
tries to look for it in stores (unsuccessfully). She knows they sell it elsewhere, she just can never remember where.

BECKY
Female

Single

$43,000

Becky uses her personal iPhone for work and play. She also owns a laptop
and a desktop computer where she connects her multiple cameras to, in
order to do her photo editing.
Internet

Photographer

1

Connect with local wineries to learn
about events and exclusive deals.

2

To easily find certain wines at
certain stores.

3

Keep track of the wine that she
has tried.

4

Have a fun place to share all of
her wine photos.

CONCERNS

WEB/DEVICE USAGE

WHO AM I?
25 years old

GOALS

1

Not being notified when a winery
is holding an event/deal.

2

Not finding a specific brand from
a specific place.

1-2 bottles of wine per month
Software

TRAITS
Out Going

Independent

Mobile Apps

Messy

Social Networks

“

I love going to local wineries and doing
tastings from time to time. However,
can never seem to remember any of the
names and have a hard time finding good
local wines at the right price in stores.

”
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“THE WINE LOVER”

BRANDS

Todd enjoys the occasional glass of wine
with his friends, although he is never the one
to buy it as he is unsure of what is “good.”
He wants to be able to discuss wine with
his friends both in person and on social
platform, he just doesn’t think Facebook
is the right place to do it. He wants to see
reviews and request recommendations
from his friends so he can make an
educated decision at the store.

STORY BOARDS
Much like personas, story boards offer and inside look to the
average users. Here, there are two that feature different

scenarios where one might use this app in their daily life, and
how it may have prevented unfortunate events and saved time.
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USER INTERVIEWS
Three individuals were interviewed. Questions ranged from
general questions about their life and behaviors, to app-specific

questions that ultimately impacted and influenced the creation
and design of this project.

Overview of categories and questions asked.
DEMOGRAPHIC BASED QUESTIONS
What is your age?
What is your current job or student status?
How many apps do you have on your phone?
How many apps are related to social media?
How many are related to games?
What apps do you use on a regular basis?
What is your favorite type of alcohol?
How often do you have a glass of wine?
Of another alcoholic drink?
Have you ever visited a winery?
How often do you frequent your local wineries?
Do you use apps such as Yelp to rate restaurants?
Do you consider user ratings before making purchase?
Deciding whether to visit a certain place?
How impactful are user ratings?
How do they influence your behavior?
GENERAL WINE-RELATED HABIT QUESTIONS
What types of wine do you enjoy drinking?
Can you name any specific brands or types?
Do you ever recommend wine to others?
Do others ever recommend wine to you?
Do you keep track of your favorite wines?
If yes, how?
If no, what would encourage you to do so?
How much time do you spend choosing a bottle of wine?
What is the hardest part when choosing a bottle?
How can you tell the difference between wines?
What is “good” and what is “bad”?
Why do you pick up one bottle of wine over another?
How often do you try a new brand or type of wine?
How do you discover new wines to drink?

PRODUCT SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
What would make it easier to learn more about wine?
Or a better decision about what wine to buy?
If you could have an app centered around wine,
what do you wish it would do?
Is there anything that you wish it would do (now
that I explained the functions of the app)? Is there a
function missing?
Is there an app you know of that does a similar thing?
How would you like the list function (of the wines
you have drank) to operate?
How do you think this app is going to help you?
Do you see yourself using this app to help you keep
track of the wines you drink?
What would bring you back to the app after each use?
Where do you see yourself using this app?
Would you use the rating system each time you tried
a new wine?
What would encourage you to do so?
What would make it easiest to connect with others?
What would encourage you to visit more wineries?
What would encourage you to connect with others?
Would you pay to use this product?
If so, what is the most you’d be willing to pay?
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Interview 1
Molly S.

|

College Student

|

Age: 22

|

How many apps do you have on your phone? How
many are related to social media and how many are
related to games?
25 apps, and out of that probably 7 are related to social
media. I don’t have any games on my phone though.
What apps do you use on a regular basis?
Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, less of twitter now, my
email app, Timehop, Spotify.
What is your favorite type of alcohol?
It really depends on the day and what the setting is. But
my go to is cocktails.
How often do you have a glass of wine? Of another
alcoholic drink?
I probably do wine every two weeks. And I have alcohol
probably 3-4 times a week.
Have you ever visited a winery, and if so, how often do
you frequent your local wineries?
I have, but it was a winery day in Portland. I don’t frequent
any of my local ones, I have just been to four in one day.
What types of wine do you enjoy drinking and can you
name any specific brands or types?
I like dry wine, but I like red, white, and rose, So I’m not
super picky about the color. If I’m drinking white then
it’s usually a pinot grigio, if I’m doing a red then I’ll do
pinot noir or a merlot or Chardonnay. I’m more liberal
with red wines. There’s brands that I avoid, there’s not
brands that I buy constantly. I try to avoid Franzia, and
Barefoot, all the “college wine”.
Do you ever recommend wine to others?
No, not really. I don’t do anything consistently enough
to say, “oh, this is a really good brand.”
Do others ever recommend wine to you?
At wineries, but my friends usually don’t recommend
anything to me on a regular basis.
Do you keep track of your favorite wines?
Every so often I’ll take a picture of the bottle. And then
from there it dies in the abyss of my camera roll. I really
don’t have a handy way to organize it all.
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Female

|

Wine Enthusiast

How much time do you spend choosing a bottle of
wine at the grocery store?
I’d say between 5-15 minutes. If it’s somewhere like
Trader Joe’s, and they have descriptions that tell me if
it’s a dry wine, or has a hint of vanilla, that’s helpful. But
then sometimes it makes it more complicated.
What is the hardest part when choosing a bottle?
For me, I’d say when the bottles don’t have any tasting
notes or indicators about what it tastes like. They’re like,
“It’s a red wine,” and I’m like, “great, I can see that. I’d
like to know what’s in it.”
How can you tell the difference between wines, as in
whether they’re “good” or “bad”?
Sometimes price helps. Sometimes I can tell by what
kind it is, because if it’s like a sparking rose, then that’s
probably a pretty cheap wine, it’s not really fancy. I
think a lot of it comes down to personal preference; a
lot of people like sweet wine and I just don’t. So for me,
really sweet wine is bad wine, but it’s not necessarily
“bad” in the grand scheme of things. I look at the label
and recommendations because some stores give employee recommendations (I think Trader Joe’s does that,
maybe Whole Foods).
What makes you pick up one bottle of wine over another?
I mean if it is a very unique bottle or label. Sometimes,
if I compare it to beer, I go into Total Wine and I found
an Edgar Allen Poe themed of beer, and I was like, “I
don’t really have a preference over ales or lagers, but
because that one was something that interests me, and
that I thought was cute, I’m going to get that. It was
kitschy. I like literature, therefore, I’m going to get Poe
beer. So it’s kind of the same with wine; if it’s pretty
much the same then I’ll go by label or bottle, or I might
judge it based on price. I’ll always go for the cheaper
one if price is a factor.
How often do you try a new brand or type of wine?
Pretty much every time I try a new wine. Brands, at
least, usually not type.
How do you discover new wines to drink?
Usually by just browsing the store. I mean, going to wineries helped, but I didn’t really retain any of that information, nor could I afford it.

Do you use apps like Yelp to rate places/restaurants?
I don’t rate things, no. I sometimes look to see ratings.
Do you consider user ratings before making purchases/
deciding whether to visit a certain place?
Yes, more so for restaurants than products.
How impactful are user ratings and how do they influence your behavior?
It depends, if there are a bunch of bad review or a 2.8
star then yes, but if there is one bad review and it’s
about the service there’s a good chance that they just
had one bad experience. On a scale of 1-10, it’d probably be a five. I take them into consideration but they are
usually not a determining factor. See, if it was a friend,
and someone I trusted, then I’d avoid that.
What would make it easier to learn more about wine
or make a better decision about what wine to buy?
If the app had a feature that had a feature that helped
narrow down your choice. If the app was like, “do you
want red, white or rose? And I chose white. And then it
asked if I wanted sparkling or non-sparkling, and then
I answered non. And then it asks if a want a pino etc,
and then it asked if I wanted a dry or sweet, and then
hints of this or that.” If it was kind of like a branch, or a
tree of questions that narrowed down what a wanted
and provided me with several recommendations at the
end. If it provided price, alcohol percentage, the nearest
store to buy it from.
If you could have an app centered around wine, what
do you wish it would do?
I would mostly use the feature to view wine recommendations, than connecting with friends about wine. If it
was more of like a friend recommending me wine, than
1,000 people rated this a 4.5 out of 5, I would find that
more helpful.

What would bring you back to the app after each use?
I think if there were consistently helpful user ratings and
it was easy to use and helpful as a tool. And if you got
enough variety of a wines and brands involved to have
a full inventory or large data base.
Where do you see yourself using this app?
I see myself more using it for recommendations than
tracking wine.
What would make it easiest to connect with your
friends on this app?
I guess if it automatically connected to Facebook
instead of manually looking for people and have your
friends automatically built into the app.
What would encourage you to visit more wineries?
Having the app connect with wineries and have deals
built into it. Or if it were able to alert you when nearby
wineries had events.
Would you pay to use this product? If so, what is the
most you’d be willing to pay?
Maybe $0.99 and if it was a one time download instead
of a monthly price.
Any other thoughts?
I feel like if this app came to fruition, then it would make
the preparation process easier, You could do all the
work on the front end, and have less work on the back
end. You could literally go to a grocery store or a wine
store and show them that this is what I want. It would
be a lot easier than me browsing through aisle after
aisle of wine, like a dad in home depot trying to find the
perfect tool. It would save you a lot of time.

How would you like the list function (of the wines you
have drank) to operate?
I guess it would be more helpful to group it, it’s tasting
notes, a rating system where the best ones automatically go to the top and the ones with the worst ratings go
to the bottom, and if there was a place for me to put my
own comments in as well.
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Interview 2
Andrew R. | Playwright | Age: 25 | Male | Wine Enthusiast
How many apps do you have on your phone? How
many are related to social media and how many are
related to games?
I’d say anywhere from 15-20 apps on my phone with
half of those being related to social media, can’t say
that I have any related to games though.
What apps do you use on a regular basis?
My messaging app, weather, clock, Facebook and Instagram are probably the ones that I use the most.
What is your favorite type of alcohol?
Wine, for sure. Maybe cocktails as a close second.
How often do you have a glass of wine? Of another
alcoholic drink?
I probably have wine 1-2 times a week, and other alcoholic drinks maybe once a week.
Have you ever visited a winery, and if so, how often do
you frequent your local wineries?
I have been to a few, but I usually don’t go frequently. I
wish I did go more often though.
What types of wine do you enjoy drinking and can you
name any specific brands or types?
I really couldn’t name a single brand of wine, but I know
the types. I don’t know any brands off the top of my head.
Do you ever recommend wine to others?
I would say no, I think the only person I ever recommend
to is my girl friend, something like, “hey, this bottle looks
cool, we should try this next time.” I am not the go-to
person for recommendations.

How much time do you spend choosing a bottle of
wine at the grocery store?
Oh, God, I am the biggest culprit of this: it will take
me at least 10-15 minutes at least in the alcohol aisle
looking and reading. I’m just like, “this bottle is really
interesting or this sounds really good, but I don’t know
anything about it. I’m a pretty big culprit standing in the
aisle for a long time.
What is the hardest part when choosing a bottle?
The hardest part of picking out a bottle is trying to
figure out what the wine actually tastes like. The put the
little tags that have the very basic information on it, but
they all kind of sound the same to me so I left trying to
figure out if there’s an actual difference. I constantly go
back and forth between what I actually want.
What makes you pick up one bottle of wine over another?
What makes me pick up one bottle over another, as sad
as it is, the actual look of the bottle is actually a pretty
big factor for me. If it looks nice and it looks classy or
has a nice design to it, I will definitely be more inclined
to buy it. I’d actually say this is one of the bigger determining factors. I’d also say, as weird as it is, price; if
I’m looking just to pick up a bottle of wine I’ll probably
going for the cheaper one, but for a nicer occasion I’ll
choose the one that costs more. If it looks more elegant
and has better buzz words then I’ll deem it as the more
classy and sophisticated wine.
How often do you try a new brand or type of wine?
Every single time that I have bought wine, it has been
something new. It’s probably because I mainly don’t
even remember the ones that I actually buy.

Do others ever recommend wine to you?
Probably once or twice, but not very frequently.

How do you discover new wines to drink?
I browse the aisle and look at what’s on the shelves.

Do you keep track of your favorite wines?
As of late, yes. If there is something that we drink that
is enjoyable, then we save the bottle or take a picture
of it. But even with that, I couldn’t even name a specific brand that we’ve saved. I categorize things and will
actually put the photo in it’s own folder. I have to stay
organized or else I can’t find anything.

Do you use apps such as Yelp to rate places/restaurants?
I’ve always said I will, but I actually have never done it.
I’ll look at Google or Yelp reviews but I actually never
end up rating something myself.
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Do you consider user ratings before making purchases/ deciding whether to visit a certain place?
I think they are pretty helpful. If I Google Map a restaurant and one has 2.5 stars, and there is one that has a

pretty consistent 4 star, I definitely go to the 4 star one.
I think they are pretty helpful and they influence my
decisions more often than not.
If you could have an app centered around wine, what
do you wish it would do?
The most important thing for me, personally, is being
able to catalog the wines that I have purchased and if
it used those to generate a list of wines I may like. Sort
of like how on Netflix, if you watch one show then it will
recommend others to watch based on that one. If you
tried this wine then you might lie these as well.

way to build that in. Almost like an Instagram roll. It would
be interesting to see what other people are drinking.
Would you pay to use this product? If so, what is the
most you’d be willing to pay?
I typically don’t pay for my apps. I probably would
download it if it is free. Anywhere up to $5 for a download is reasonable for me. I’d rather have a free app that
has advertising.

How would you like the list function (of the wines you
have drank) to operate?
Being able to have a search engine function of the
names of the wine. If you had a profile and you were
able to list the wine that I drank.
Do you see yourself using this app to help you keep
track of the wines you drink?
I would definitely use it. I mean, I feel like it’s one of those
things where I didn’t know that I needed it until I have it. If
I had it, then it would be wonderful and revolutionary, but I
haven’t realized I needed it until it comes into my life.
What would bring you back to the app after each use?
If there were coupons to go to wineries, that would
definitely be a returning a factor to me. If there was a
Gold Card that generates points. If there was a rewards
system to encourage me to use it. I think the fact that
any time I would go out to get wine that it is constantly
generating suggestions, that’s something that will make
me use it more.
Would you use the rating system each time you tried a
new wine? What would encourage you to do so?
I would use it if it were a thing to add it to my list of
wines I had before. If it was something basic, simple,
and fast. I don’t know if I would have the time to write
out a paragraph of in-depth review. If I could just swipe
however many stars and it took half a second I would
definitely take the time to do it.
What would make it easiest to connect with your
friends on this app?
People seem to really like fancy photos, so if there was a
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Interview 3
Caitlyn W. | College Student | Age: 21 | Female | Expert Wine Drinker
How many apps do you have on your phone? How
many are related to social media and how many are
related to games?
Probably around 15-20. I have at least 10 apps directly
related to social media, but none related to any types
of games.
How often do you have a glass of wine? Of another
alcoholic drink?
I would say that I at have a glass of wine probably
3-4 times a week, and another alcoholic drink 1-2
times a week.
Have you ever visited a winery, and if so, how often do
you frequent your local wineries?
I do work at a winery so when I am not there, I try to go
once or twice a month.
What types of wine do you enjoy drinking and can you
name any specific brands or types?
I really like Cabernet savignon, I like pinot grigio for
white, and I also enjoy merlot. Store brands that I do
like are Butter for white and for red I don’t really have a
specific type, I usually just pick a Cabernet at random.
Do you ever recommend wine to others?
Every time I am at work, I give recommendations, anywhere for 30-40 times a day. If someone asks me what
kind of wine they would like based on their taste preference when I am outside of work, I can give them a recommendation, and that probably happens two or three times
a week.
Do you keep track of your favorite wines?
I don’t keep track of my favorite wines or anything like that.
What would encourage you to keep track of them?
If there was an app like Untappd, an app that I use for
solely beer, and it is a fun way to keep track of beer and
connect with friends. I kind of wish there was an app
like that for wine.
How much time do you spend choosing a bottle of
wine at the grocery store?
Oh, anywhere from 10 to 20 minutes.
How can you tell the difference between wines, as in
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whether they’re “good” or “bad”?
I try to go into it knowing what type of wine I am going
to drink: either red or white. From there it is either going
to be a pinot grigio or cabernet or a merlot. And then I
try to read the tasting notes on the back or front of the
bottle, but some of the wines don’t have tasting notes
so it’s kind of harder to determine whether it I like it or
not. I know there are some tastes in wine that I don’t
like so I always try to avoid that.
What makes you pick up one bottle of wine over another?
The label definitely influences my decisions, just because you always like a pretty label. You’re just kind of
drawn to it automatically. Picking a bottle of wine is like
judging a book by its cover, you really don’t know what
you’re going to get. I have definitely had my share of
choosing a bottle of wine with a pretty label and it and
up being sh*tty. The label is what draws me to it initially,
but if there aren’t any tasting notes, then I usually don’t
get it because there are certain tastes in wine that I try
to avoid. If two bottles were very similar, then I would
choose the one that has the more attractive wording
because that is important.
How often do you try a new brand or type of wine?
Not very often. The hard thing about it is that I don’t
normally buy wine at the store anymore, I just buy wine
at wineries. But if I do go to the store to buy a bottle of
wine, almost 9 times out of 10 it’s not going to be the
same brand just because I still haven’t found a brand of
wine where I’ve been like, “that’s my favorite!” I like to
try different types.
How do you discover new wines to drink?
Working at the winery people always talk about different types of wine. We have staff meetings where our
manager does a tasting of different wines from different
countries. That’s how I got to learn about different types
and styles. I’ve learned how to talk about wine and
compare them to different parts of the world.
Do you use apps such as Yelp to rate places/restaurants?
Not, really, no.
Do you consider user ratings before making purchases/
deciding whether to visit a certain place?
I definitely look at ratings. If there are bad ratings, then I

won’t usually go to that place or buy that thing. I always
look at the top comments when I am on Amazon buying
something and restaurant ratings, even though I don’t
type them myself; I trust other people.
How impactful are user ratings and how do they influence your behavior?
They’re pretty impactful. I know if I am going to a new
restaurant and no one I know has ever been there, I’ll
look it up and if it has good reviews then I’m like, “yeah
I’ll go,” but if there are a hand full of bad ones, then I’m
like, “hmm, maybe I won’t.” In the end though, I would
probably listen to my friends if they had an experience
with it just because I know they are similar to me; so it
might of been one person out there really having a bad
experience.

If I knew there were people that shared a common
interest or wine that I liked so that we could give each
other better recommendations. If we were able to say,
“this is a really good wine at this winery, we should
go there sometime,” and having those commonalities
and connections. Drinking wine with someone that
has completely opposite tastes isn’t very economical
because it is cheaper to buy a bottle then buy glasses
separately. I prefer to go with someone who drinks wine
similar to me so we can share.

What would make it easier to learn more about wine
or make a better decision about what wine to buy?
Walking into a grocery store, I wish there were clearer
aisle labels, and categorized them by type. Maybe if
there was a QR code on the back of the bottles and
you were able to scan that into an app to learn more
about it, that would be pretty cool, instead of looking it
up on your phone because you could end up looking at
a completely different bottle of wine. I’ll usually pull a
wine up on my phone when I’m in the grocery store if I
remember hearing something about it before and had
never tried it by myself.
If you could have an app centered around wine, what
do you wish it would do?
I wish you could log the kinds of wine you try and it gives
you the option to leave little notes about it, as well as
keep track of where you tried them. Maybe it could list
the different places of where it’s available so if you wanted to go back and get it again, you’d know where to.
What would encourage you to visit more wineries?
More free time. I guess what would encourage me
more if wineries had a bigger social media presence.
You don’t know if people go there to hang out, or what
the specific vibe is. If they had a better review system
almost, to explain what kind of vibe it has.
What would encourage you to connect with people
about wine?
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USER SURVEYS
TOTAL RESPONSES: 35 | TOTAL VIEWS: 369 | PARTICIPATION RATE: 9.5% | COMPLETION RATE: 94.3% | AV. COMPLETION TIME: 25 mins
An online survey was generated to gather additional research.
The survey, powered by SurveyHero, was posted to Facebook
and contained approximately 13 questions: some questions
were multiple choice and others were free response. Below is
an overview of the survey results: the question is posed with
the answers by all participants underneath and the number of

What is your gender?
Male: 37.14% (13)
Female: 62.86% (22)
What is your age?
12-25: 67.65% (23)
26-35: 8.82% (3)
36-45: 5.88% (2)
46-55: 14.71% (5)
66+: 2.94% (1)
What is your knowledge of wine?
It only comes in a box. right: 2.86% (1)
There’s the red & white one: 54.29% (19)
I know my way around a menu: 42.86% (15)
How often do you have a glass of wine?
Never: 14.71% (5)
Every now and then: 26.47% (11)
At least once a week: 8.82% (3)
2-3 times a week: 11.76% (4)
Daily: 5.88% (2)
How often do you frequent your local
wineries?
Never: 11.76% (4)
Once: 26.47% (9)
I’ve been to a few: 50% (17)
At least once a month: 11.76% (4)
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participants that answered that specific way shown in parentheses after the response. Some individuals listed multiple
answers in the free response portion, and some chose not to
answer any free response questions, hence the reason why
some responses may not total to the actual amount of users
who took the survey.

How much time do you spend choosing
a bottle of wine at the grocery store?
I close my eyes and hope for the best:
26.47% (9)
Only a minute: 29.41% (10)
Anywhere from 5-10 minutes: 38.24% (13)
An eternity (more than ten mins): 5.88% (2)
What is more impactful, user ratings or
advice from a friend?
User ratings: 2.94% (1)
A friend: 73.53% (25)
Both: 23.53% (8)
What makes you pick up one bottle of
wine over another?
Price (14)
Listed flavors (7)
Label/bottle presentation (11)
Alcohol content (2)
Place of origin (3)
Type (4)
Recommendations/reviews (4)
Mood (1)
Food Pairings (1)
How do you discover new wines to try?
Recommendations/friends (18)
Wine tastings/wineries (4)
Internet (1)

Browsing the aisles (based on labels) (7)
In-store displays (1)
Restaurants (2)
Employee recommendations (2)
How impactful are user ratings prior to
making a purchase?
I don’t even look at them: 35.29 (12)
Take them into consideration: 38.24% (13)
Extremely, not buying if negative reviews:
26.47% (9)
What would encourage you to visit
more wineries?
Cost (2)
Atmosphere (9)
Deals (4)
Events (4)
Easier access to information (5)
Time (8)
Location (3)
Food (2)
Transportation (2)
People to go with (3)
If you could have any in this app what
would it be?
Ability to recommend wines to friends (1)
See what others are buying (2)
Documentation (4)

Show wines that are similar (4)
Recommendations based on taste preferences (1)
Price comparison (3)
Alcohol content comparison (1)
In-store wine scanner (2)
Photo option (2)
Winery locater (4)
Coupons (1)
Facts (3)
Directly buying from phone (1)

son, millennials are obsessed with wine
so this is a great way to connect with
other wine lovers.”
“If the girl came into giant with me and
pointed to the wine she wants.”
“Judge a book by its cover, judge a wine
by its bottle.”

Out of all the features on the app, what
one(s) do you find most useful?
Learning about local wineries (6)
Coupons (12)
Documentation (5)
Recommendations/friends (12)
Ratings (1)
Facts (5)
Stand out comments:
“I’ve tried to look through more ‘proper’
wine reviews, and I find them unbelievably dense. I’d like to have a mid level of
college students who know what they like
on limited budgets.”
“This is a very cool idea. For some reaUser Surveys | 21

USER INTERVIEW & SURVEY FINDINGS
- Most decisions about wine purchases are based on their labels,
which has nothing to do with its taste.
- Price is the biggest determining factor if one bottle is purchased
over another, with label/bottle presentation and the listed flavors
following closely behind.
- Most individuals learn about new wines via friend recommendations.
- Most individuals value user ratings and reviews. The more user
ratings, the better. A collectively low rated item suffers dramatically.
- Typically, if an individual finds a “perfect” wine, they will buy it
multiple times. If not, they will continue selecting bottles at random, not returning to any particular selection. Reasoning: lack of
memory and no documentation.
- People love deals and free things. They would like to see deals or
coupons incorporated into the app.
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“

You could go to a store and show
them that ‘this is literally what I
want.’ It would be a lot easier than
browsing through aisle after aisle
of wine, like a dad in Home Depot
trying to find the perfect tool. It
would save you a lot of time.

“

— MOLLY S.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
unWine - Social Wine Discovery
Ready to enhance your Social Wintertainment Experience? unWine and join the fun! unWine makes
wine simple and fun! Loaded with surprises, unWine will delight you when you least expect it. From
earning specialized merits to funny surprises, share your experience with your friends on the popular
social networks. unWine is the most unpredictable, unpretentious, and unstuff, wine social platform
ever! Once you unWine we think you’ll be Wintertained!

Pro’s:
- Easily discover new wine
- User is awarded through a badge system
- Ability to connect with friends through the app
- Wine documentation
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Con’s:
- Unfinished, elementary design which can specifically be seen
in the badges
- Unable to view an abundance of information about a specific wine
- Claims to be “non-pretentious,” and does not let their tone
and voice tell that story
- Cheesy wording in descriptions
- Unable to search by photo of label
- Unable to receive app-genreated suggestions

Vivino Wine Scanner
Want to learn about the wine you’re about to drink—or just impress your friends? With nothing but a quick photo of the
label, you can instantly unlock tons of information about it—including average price, reviews, food pairings, and way
more. Vivino is easy to navigate and brimming with useful information for wine enthusiasts. Plus, a smartly organized
home pane lets you read articles, find offers, follow recommended users, and learn the differences between types
and varietals.

Pro’s:
- Ability to scan wine through the phone’s camera
- Ability to compare prices and wines
- Ratings, average price, type, name, and country information
- Ability to add a wine to a wish list
- Ability to purchase wine from the app

Con’s:
- Unable to send wine directly to other users on the app (occurs externally)
- Unable to save and sort wine that the user has already tried
- Lacks the ability to leave a comment along with the star review
- Decent design but almost comes off as unfinished
- No in-depth description of the wine (the most the user gets is
“red wine” for example)
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Feature Comparison

Free Search
Documentation (Have Tried)

Documentation (To Try)
Camera Search
App-Generated Recs.
User Reviews
User Ratings
User Recommendations
Profile
Badge Awards
Average Price

WineMore

unWine

Vivino Wine Scanner

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

Price Comparison
Parings
Tasting Notes
Dry-To-Sweet Scale
GPS/Store Finder

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

Purchase Wine From App
Wine History
Brand/Type/Year
Personalized Notes
On Boarding
ABV %
Add Friends
Social Timeline
Winery Finder
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

MINIMUM VIABLE PRODUCT
At this stage, a feature list was created and sorted into categories based on level of difficultly and level of necessity. This

then aids in determining the bare minimum product that can
be released, while also meeting expectations and functionality.

ESSENTIAL
Profile

Ratings

Search

List/Documentation Function

Create Account
Give/Receive Recommendations

LOW EFFORT

On Boarding

HIGH EFFORT

Camera Search

App-Generated Wine Suggestions

GPS
Auto-Fill

Winery Search/Info

Timeline/Social Aspect

NICE TO HAVE
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CONTENT STRATEGY
The main goals of this app to aid users in documenting and remembering wine and making better, more informed decisions
to be happier with the wine they have purchased. Thus, each

feature and design of the app is centered around these core
values and not only meets these needs, but adds simplification and allows multiple avenues to complete any given task.

Main Content
The main content includes the following features: add to cellar,
add to taste list, search (app-generated recommendations,
free search, camera search, and trending wines), and in-depth
wine information and reviews. These features allow users to

complete the goals mentioned above with ease, and may even
provide them with more than they thought they needed, but
glad they have it.

Supporting Content
The following content elevates the main content and makes it
and the app itself more trusted, interesting, and informative:
celebrity picks/endorsements, wine suggestions related to
what the user may already have in their cellar, top rated wines,
trending wines (wines that are being added to a number of us-

er’s cellars, a brief history of the wine/brand, ABV %, average
price, wine location based on location services, pairings, user
reviews and ratings, a dry-to-sweet scale, and the ability for
user customization.

Tone and Voice
Wine. Don’t whine. Don’t stress over the small stuff and don’t
spend an undocumented amount of time searching for the right
wine. Keeping track of your favorite wine—and maybe not so
favorite—couldn’t be easier; document, rate, and recommend
the wine you try while receiving factoids and connecting with
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friends. WineMore is a fun and relaxed app that doesn’t have
room for stuffy and pretentious people (but if you are that person, please ignore this part). We are witty. We are your expert
friend who can talk wine in “English”. We are WineMore.

TASK ANALYSIS
Discovery By Hand
Old fashion paper and pencil was the first method used when
brainstorming features, layout, and how those features would
interact with one another. This journal entry details the initial

thinking of features, how users would navigate throughout the
app, and small basic layout sketches.

Photo of WineMore creator, Megan Zendek, completing a card
sorting activity with sticky notes to tacitly and visually think
through user interactions.
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User Flows and In-App Navigation
There are many ways a user may interact with the app and
many varieties of steps they may make to reach a goal. This
diagram, created on draw.io, outlines all potential user flows,
starting with tapping on the app itself, then moving on to on
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boarding and account sign on/login for new users, then to
the home page which is the darker pink, then on to one of the
lighter pink options, then to a yellow box option, then moves
on to more general decisions boxed in white.

LOGO & VISUAL DEVELOPMENT
Initial Rough Sketches
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Logo Development
The initial idea for the app’s logo was a unique interaction between the “W” in wine and the “M” in more, as the letters have
the same shape. The first logo was whimsical and conveyed
two individuals coming to getting to connect over wine, and
the general flow from wine to glass. The second iteration of the

logo is an outline of a wine glass in a square. Wine swirls in
the glass to form the letter “W”. The final logo directly connect
with this one, the only difference being that is lives in a circle
to give it a more organic, natural feel.

Original Logo

Second Generation of Logo

WineMore
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WineMore

Final Brandmark

Alternative Brandmarks

The tagline: “Wine. Don’t whine.” A simple, quick, and
memorable phrase, much like the app. It is a play on words that
tells the customer not to fret over wine, but instead enjoy it.

These are to be used when the actual mark is not clearly
distinguishable against a background color or photo.

WineMore

WineMore

An inverse white version of
the logo.

WineMore
An all black version.

Wine. Don’t whine.
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WIREFRAME SKETCHES
The initial wireframe sketches include approximately 11
screens with detailed descriptions about the types of information that will be featured and how attributes on the page will
behave. This served as the basis of the app design. Photos
of these sketches were taken and then uploaded to an app
called “POP,” which acts as a fast, initial prototyping tool. Upon
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user review and feed back, the major change between these
wireframe sketches and the final design lies in the search
area and “+ Add to Cellar” overlays. The response was that it
seemed to “bulky” and “unfinished.” The final version is more
polished and informative.
Research played a large role in the features added and

design of the app. The answers to the specific questions asked
in the user surveys were especially helpful, as they told us exactly what they wanted, and how important it was to them that
a certain feature was included. The user interviews further
flushed these answers out and offered in-depth explanation
and reasoning as to why a feature should be included. The

general background research that discovered how and why
wine buyers purchase was also useful in this phase, as the
app’s goal is to combat these problems (i.e. making a decision
solely based on the look and feel of the label and a few words
on the packaging. 
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LOW FIDELITY PROTOTYPING
The overall goal with the design of the app is to speak to the
millennial target market and make basic tasks quick and
easy. One of the goal’s of this app is to save time in the wine
hunting process, so hiding key features in hamburger menus
and various nav bars was not an option. This low-fi prototype,
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created in Sketch, serves to demonstrate the intended layout
and overall navigation of the app. The dark gray boxes represent placeholder images. At this point in the process, the logo
was not developed and a color scheme was yet not finalized.
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Usability Testing Report
Overall, the response was quite positive. At first, users looked
for a bottom or top navigation to move throughout the app.
Some wanted the ability to tap through multiple screens, but
8/10 of the users thought the layout provided for simple tasks
to be done quickly; they didn’t have to move through multiple
screens with unnecessary information to accomplish a goal.
They also appreciated the on-boarding, but wished they could
view the app before committing to signing up. They thought it

was important inform the user up front, as it has many great
features to understand.
As for the wine information page, one user suggested a
sweet-to-dry scale for further clarification on the type of wine.
Users also wanted to see the use of more icons.
For the recommendation form, users wanted everything to
be on one page (select the user and the wine from the same
page, not separate pages for these tasks).
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“

It’s one of those
things where I
didn’t know that
I needed it until
I have it. If I had
it, then it would
be wonderful and
revolutionary. I
haven’t realized I
needed it until it
came into my life.

“

— ANDREW R.

HIGH FIDELITY PROTOTYPING
The whole process has come to this; all of the research, user
interviews and surverys, wifeframes and lo-fi prototyping
designs and feedback came together to form the final design.

The final design consists of appoximately 37 screens, however,
some were omitted due to the fact that they were very similar
to a screen already featured.

To view and interact with the working prototype, visit:
https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/C2F3ZAEQN#/screens/270888249_On_Boarding_-Hello-
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Usability Testing Report
Overall, users were more than satisfied with the design, they
though it was “simple, for something that is often overcomplicated.” They thought the on boarding was useful, and made them
really understand what the app does and how it helps them with a

There are 5 pages of on boarding the
user can swipe to prior to signing on.
The pagination dots allow the user to
understand what page they’re on and
how many there are. From any page of
on boarding, the user can jump straight
to either sign up or login.
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problem. One thing that they questioned, was having to sign or log
in. They would like to have a beta version that they could try before
committing their information (afraid of spam, selling of information,
etc.). One user was impressed by the error pages, as “an error is

something you usually get frustrated with, but here there is a lighthearted twist that doesn’t make me feel as bad.” Users were also
appreciative of all of the information that was at hand, as it related
to a particular wine; they believed it would help them make better,

more informed decisions and waste less wine they do not like. They
also enjoyed the multiple ways to search for a particular wine or
type and how there are different ways to add a wine. All users were
able to navigate to places within the app when given a task.

The user is required to sign in because
their personal data (such as their saved
wine) will be saved to the app as well
as their own profile which allows them
to recommend items to their friends.
The tone and voice that makes the app
unique begins to take shape here.
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The next two screens show the app’s
home page and “Cellar” (where the
user documents the wine they tried. The
pagination dots at the bottom allow the
user to know how many pages of wine
they have. The “ + Add to Cellar” and
search function are prominent, as these
are the main functions that should be
done with ease. A hamburger menu and
bottom and top nav are a traditional
approach, but was not taken to allow the
app to be simple, easy, and very home
page driven.
This is an individual wine from the user’s
cellar where they are able to view helpful
information, as well as recommend to a
friend, leave their own personal notes,
and/or remove it from their cellar.
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A message the user will see if they
remove a wine from their cellar.

The “To Taste” page where users can
document prospective wines to try.

This individual wine from the user’s “To
Taste” list is similar to what the user will
find when viewing wines in their cellar.
The only difference is that they can
remove it from this specific list, or add it
to their cellar.
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When the user taps “+ Add to Cellar”
at the bottom of their screen, they are
then prompted with either taking a
photo of the wine, or entering the data
in manually.
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If the user chooses to add the wine manually, the only information they would
need to provide is the brand and type
(which auto fills with suggestions, their
personal rating of the wine, and their
initial thoughts about it. From there, the
app will compile the rest of the information such as average price, pairings, etc.

The photo screen that includes white
brackets with transparency to suggest
to the user to keep the label within this
frame. An example of how not to take
the photo (blurry, label not in frame
completely).

An error message the user would receive if
their photo is able to be read by the app.

The correct way to take a photo. From
here, the app would compile a list of
wine it thinks the label is, or take the
user directly to the exact wine to be
added to their cellar.

The screen that appears once the user
taps the search area. They are presented with a free search, ability to receive a
personal suggestion, snap a photo, and
popular or suggested wine.
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The user is asked if they will allow location services to show them where they
can buy the wine locally.

The result if the user free searches. The
user can swipe right to directly add a
wine to their to taste list, or swipe to the
left to immediately add it to their cellar.
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When tapping on a wine from the search
menu, they can either add it to their
cellar, add it to their to taste list, recommend it, or leave their own review of it.

An error message that occurs when
the user forgets to add either a wine or
a friend to their recommendation and
attempts to submit the form.

The screen the user sees once they add a
wine to their cellar from the search menu.

To recommend a wine, the user can
search for a friend, select friends they
already have (at least one and up to as
many they would like) and then they can
search or select a wine from their cellar.
They can then leave a comment for the
receiving user to see.
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A congratulatory message the user sees
once they recommend a wine to a friend.
They can either recommend another or
can go back to their home screen.
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When the user taps on their profile icon,
it slides to the left to reveal their name/
user name, recommendations they’ve
given and received, another place where
they can give a recommendation, ability
to review the on boarding, settings, and
sign off.

An error message if the user does not
have any recommendations.

THE FUTURE
WineMore 2.0
Included in the initial wireframe sketches were two features
that were excluded from the final design. The thought behind
this was to keep the initial release of the app as simple as
possible with key features taking the stage.
One of these features includes a winery highlights page.
The user would be able to search local wineries near them and
what types of wines they offer. This would also offer an avenue
for the app to create revenue; wineries could pay to have their
establishment featured at the top of the page, as well as pay
to have their deals featured. This would not only bring in money for the app, but also increase traffic and interest. Everyone
loves free things, or at least a discount on expensive things, so
this would prove to be a great addition to the app.
Another feature that would be added in WineMore 2.0 is
a more in-depth social experience. This would include a time

line feature where users could share wine-related content with
all of their friends. This feature would be similar to the feed
style of Instagram; users would see photos posted by others,
other’s recommendations to them and other friends, and other users cellar’s/to taste lists. The users would also be able to
push things to their other social accounts. This would further
provide an immersive experience and allow users to connect
more with one another, which would then drive up downloads
and usership.
Advanced features would also be included that allows the
user to search with filters such as price and user ratings. Another feature to be added in the future is the ability to view a
partially functioning app after the on-boarding, so users do not
feel like they have to commit their information if they do not
think they will actually use it.
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WineMore

